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Abstract

In many surveillance systems there is a requirement to

determine whether a given person of interest has already

been observed over a network of cameras. This paper

presents two approaches for this person re-identification

problem. In general the human appearance obtained in one

camera is usually different from the ones obtained in an-

other camera. In order to re-identify people the human sig-

nature should handle difference in illumination, pose and

camera parameters. Our appearance models are based on

haar-like features and dominant color descriptors. The Ad-

aBoost scheme is applied to both descriptors to achieve the

most invariant and discriminative signature. The methods

are evaluated using benchmark video sequences with differ-

ent camera views where people are automatically detected

using Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG). The re-

identification performance is presented using the cumula-

tive matching characteristic (CMC) curve.

1. Introduction

Detection and tracking of moving objects constitute the

main problem of video surveillance applications. The num-

ber of targets and occlusions produce ambiguity which in-

troduces a requirement for reacquiring objects which have

been lost during tracking. However, the ultimate goal of any

surveillance system is not to track and reacquire targets, but

to understand the scene and to determine whether a given

person of interest has already been observed over a network

of cameras. This issue is called the person re-identification

problem.

The person re-identification presents a number of chal-

lenges beyond tracking and object detection. The overall

appearance of an individual as well as biometrics (e.g. face

or gait) are used to differentiate individuals. In this work we

consider appearance-based approaches which build a spe-

cific human appearance model to re-identify a given indi-

vidual. This model has to handle differences in illumina-

tion, pose and camera parameters. Nevertheless, our ap-

proach follow a classical scheme. First, a human detec-

tion algorithm is used to find out people in video sequences.

Then, the individual is tracked through few frames to gen-

erate a human signature. The signature has to be based on

discriminative features to allow browsing the most similar

signatures over a network of cameras to determine where

the person of interest has been observed. It can be achieved

by signature matching which has to handle differences in

illumination, pose and camera parameters.

The human signature generation is the main subject of

this paper. We develop two person re-identification ap-

proaches which use haar-like features and dominant color

descriptor (DCD), respectively. The haar-based approach

uses the AdaBoost scheme to find out the most discrimi-

native haar-like feature set for each individual. This set of

haar-like features combined through a cascade represents a

human signature. The DCD signature is built by extracting

the dominant colors of upper and lower body parts. These

two sets of dominant colors are also combined using the Ad-

aBoost scheme to catch different appearance corresponding

to one individual.

The outline of the paper is the following. Related work is

presented in Section 2. Section 1 describes the overview of

the approach. Signature generation is presented in Sections

4 and 5. Section 6 describes experimental results and Sec-

tion 7 contains some concluding remarks and future work.

2. Related work

Several approaches have been developed where invari-

ant appearance models represent signatures of human. If

the system considers only a frontal viewpoint then the tri-

angular graph model [4] or shape and appearance context

model [18] can be used. Otherwise, if multiple overlapping

cameras are available, it is possible to build a panoramic ap-

pearance map [3]. In [7] the authors build a model based on

interest-point descriptors using views from different cam-
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Figure 1. The re-identification system.

eras. Unfortunately, under challenging conditions where

the views from different cameras are not given a priori, a

local descriptor matching approach performs poorly [4]. In

[12] the clothing color histograms taken over the head, shirt

and pants regions together with the approximated height of

the person has been used as the discriminative feature. Re-

cently, the ensemble of localized features (ELF ) [6] has

been proposed. Instead of designing a specific feature for

characterizing people appearance, a machine learning algo-

rithm constructs a model that provides maximum discrim-

inability by filtering a set of simple features.

Also other more complicated template methods show

promise but there are very expensive in both memory and

computation cost [15]. Subspace methods together with

manifolds are used to model pose and viewpoint changes.

However, in [8] the full subspace of nonrigid objects ap-

proximated by nonlinear appearance manifold becomes too

large to represent a human signature accurately. Thus we

propose to study efficient features which are also reliable to

build human signature under different camera viewpoints.

3. Overview of the approach

3.1. The reidentification system

A person can be recognized in one camera if his/her vi-

sual signature has been previously extracted in another cam-

era. We have tested our re-identification algorithm with

manually annotated people in two non-overlapping scenes

(see Section 6.1) to validate the method. Nevertheless, in

real scenarios the re-identification algorithms work on au-

tomatically extracted data. Therefore, the evaluation of

the robustness of our method has also been performed on

automatically detected humans. Our algorithm uses His-

tograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) to automatically de-

tect and track humans (see Figure 1). Each detected human

Figure 2. Examples of tracked people.

Figure 3. Mean human image with corresponding edge magnitudes

and the 15 most dominant cells.

is tracked in order to accumulate images with person of in-

terest. From these images we extract human blobs using

foreground-background separation technique (see Section

3.3). Finally, sets of human blobs are used by AdaBoost

scheme to create a reliable visual signature. The AdaBoost

scheme is applied to haar-like features (see Section 4) and

to dominant color descriptor (see Section 5).

For each detected and tracked human a visual signature

is generated. All such created visual signatures from differ-

ent scenes are stored in one human signature database. The



performance evaluation of our re-identification algorithms

is based on querying the human signature database by ex-

tracted signatures. The results are analyzed using cumula-

tive matching characteristic (CMC) curve [5].

3.2. Human detection and tracking

We have adapted the HOG based technique used in [2]

to detect and track people. The detection algorithm extracts

histogram of gradient orientation, using a Sobel convolu-

tion kernel, in a multi-resolution framework to detect hu-

man shapes at different scales. The technique was origi-

nally designed to detect faces using the assumption that fa-

cial features remain approximately at the same location in

a 9 non-overlapping cells square window (e.g. the right eye

is located in the top left corner of a square window). The

modified algorithm detects humans using 15 cells located

at specific locations around the human silhouette as shown

in Figure 3. The first image shows the mean human image

calculated over all positive samples in the database; the sec-

ond image shows the corresponding mean edge magnitude

response; the third image shows the later image superposed

with the 15 most dominant cells. The cell bounding boxes

are drawn with a color set by their most dominant edge ori-

entation with scheme defined in the last image

The most dominant cells used to characterize human

shapes are the 15 most dominant cells selected among 252

cells covering the human sample area. These most dom-

inant cells are the cells having the closest HOG vector to

the mean HOG vector calculated over the vectors (of the

corresponding cell) from a human database. The NICTA

database [10] is used to train the human detection algorithm

with 10,000 positive (human) samples and 20,000 negative

(background scene) samples. Cells are of size 8x8 pixels

and a database sample is of size 64x80 pixels. Figure 2

shows an example of several tracked persons in dynamically

occluded scenarios.

3.3. Foregroundbackground separation

The output of the detection algorithm is the set of the 2D

bounding boxes with tracked individuals. The color-based

foreground-background separation technique [1] is used to

obtain the mask which allows to separate the person region

from the background region (see Figure 4 (a) and (b) ). In

this technique the color-features inside the target are labeled

as ‘foreground class’ and color-features outside the target

are labeled as ‘background class’. The probability density

function of the color-feature in the target region and in its

local background are obtained to find the log-likelihood ra-

tio of the sample belonging to the ‘foreground class’.

In this paper we assume that the person mask (i.e. blob)

contains all the information to represent the human signa-

ture. We present two approaches to generate the human

signature: haar-based approach which separates a space of

(a) original image (b) mask (c) haar features

Figure 4. The color-based foreground-background separation tech-

nique [1] and haar signature: a) original image; b) foreground-

background separation mask; c) discriminative haar-like features.

humans extracted from a video sequence and an approach

based on the dominant color descriptor. Both approaches

are described in the following sections.

4. Haar-based Signature

4.1. Haarlike features

In this work we use an extended set of haar-like features

[9] which significantly enrich the basic set proposed by Vi-

ola and Jones [17]. Similarly to [17] we develop a cascade

of classifiers generated by a boosting scheme. In contrary

to Tieu and Viola [16], the threshold of the weak classi-

fiers separating positives and negatives is not computed us-

ing Gaussian models. In our approach the threshold compu-

tation is based on the concept of information entropy used

as a heuristic to produce the smallest cascade. This idea is

originated from Quinlan [14]. A human signature is based

on 20 × 40 pixel sub-window which leads to the tremen-

dous number of haar-like features needed to be considered

(435,750). Even though haar-like features can be calculated

efficiently using an integral image, this number of features

makes the feature selection phase more time consuming.

We have decided to use the color-based foreground-

background separation technique (see Section 3.3) to obtain

the mask which allows us to filter out meaningless haar-

like features (see Figure 4). Only features inside the mask

are considered. This step decreases the feature set from

435,750 to about 20,000 features depending on the person

mask, significantly speeding-up the learning process. The

huge decrease of the feature set is obtained by ignoring all

patterns which intersect the background area.

We use AdaBoost to select the most discriminative fea-

ture set for each individual. The most discriminative fea-

ture set forms a strong classifier. We have applied the

method [17] for combining increasingly more complex clas-



sifiers into a cascade structure. Finally, a signature is rep-

resented by this cascade of strong classifiers. In general

5 to 10 strong classifiers are sufficient to discriminate the

individual. During signature learning we choose the fea-

tures which are the most discriminative for the specific in-

dividual. Hence, we assume that few frames of the object

of interest are given for the learning process. These few

frames may carry the information about different poses and

can help to catch all pose variety. Nevertheless, if only one

image of the person is given, we generate different view

points of the person by sliding a window over the image in

different directions. These image samples are used as posi-

tive samples presented to the boosting algorithm. Negative

samples can be obtained by gathering anything which is not

an object of interest. In our approach we use the other de-

tected people appearing in the video sequence to get nega-

tive samples. This mechanism allows us to find out the most

discriminative features which separate one individual from

the rest of the detected people. Hence, the person is rep-

resented by the set of wavelet functions which differentiate

several spatial orientations. This signature can be used as

a detector [17] to find out where the person of interest ap-

peared in the another camera. In our case, we have defined

a distance similarity function between two signatures to re-

trieve human signatures in the most efficient way. For each

person detected in a video sequence the signature is gen-

erated. By indexing the human signatures the system can

browse and retrieve the most similar signatures over a net-

work of cameras to determine where the person of interest

has been observed.

4.2. Haardistance computation

Figure 5. Illustration of a haar-like feature. The sum of the white

pixels is subtracted from the sum of the grey pixels.

Haar-like features inspired by [11] are the weighted sums

of pixels composing rectangle patterns. For example, in

Figure 5 one of the haar-like features (line feature) is pre-

sented. Mathematically, this line feature can be expressed

as the constraint:

pI(αI(xi+xl)+βI(xj +xm)+γI(xk+xn)) > pIθI , (1)

where a parity pI indicates the direction of the inequality

sign, the coefficients αI , βI and γI are chosen arbitrarily, θI

is the threshold and x represents a pixel value. In general,

each haar-like feature can be expressed in this way form-

ing a weak classifier. Therefore a strong classifier as well

as a cascade of them can be represented by a set of lin-

ear constraints like formula (1). In our approach a detected

blob corresponding to an individual is reduced to a W × H
pixel sub-window (let it be 20 × 40). Hence, n = W ∗ H
(20 ∗ 40 = 800) dimensions are used to model all haar-

like features. If we assume that a pixel value x ∈ Ψ and

|Ψ| = τ (in general a range of intensity is τ = 256), then

the whole signature space is τn. The set of constraints de-

fined by haar-like features forms a set of hyper-planes in this

space. Moreover, if we assume additionally that we have

2n default hyper-planes: x = min(Ψ) and x = max(Ψ)
for each of the n dimensions, the whole set of hyper-planes

produces a hypercube. Therefore, each human signature is

represented by different hypercube obtained during learning

process. The volume of hypercube generated by the signa-

ture s can be denoted as Vs.

Let us assume that two signatures si and sj are given.

We already know that both signatures can be represented by

the set of constraints. The fusion of these signatures can be

obtained by merging these sets of constraints into a new set.

The result set may also be expressed as a new hypercube.

The volume of the new hypercube produced after fusion is

Vsisj
. We define the distance between two signatures si and

sj as:

D(si, sj) = 1 −
Vsisj

min(Vsi
,Vsj

)
. (2)

Nevertheless, if we want to build the hypercube in n-

dimensions a calculation of 2n vertices is required. In our

approach we use 20 × 40 pixel sub-window which leads to

n = 800 dimensions, bringing an unattainable memory and

time requirement. For that reason our volume computation

does not consider the whole space τn. However, the volume

is computed using a spare space which is build dynamically

by images arriving to the system. Each image is a point

in the n-dimensional space and it can be inside or outside

hypercube created by a set of haar-like features given as a

set of constraints. If image meet all set of constraints then

it is inside hypercube. Otherwise the image is outside hy-

percube. The volume of hypercube is computed using the

number of images which satisfy a set of haar-like features

(the number of images which are inside the hypercube).

5. DCD Signature

Dominant color descriptor (DCD) has been proposed by

MPEG-7 and it is extensively used for image retrieval [19].

DCD is defined as:

F = {{ci, pi}, i = 1, . . . , N}, (3)



(a) original image (b) upper body part (c) lower body part

Figure 6. The dominant color separation technique: a) original im-

age; b) upper body dominant color mask; c) lower body dominant

color mask.

where N is the total number of dominant colors in the

image, ci is a 3-D color vector, pi is its percentage, and
∑

i pi = 1.

In our approach we use dominant colors to create a dis-

criminative signature of the people. First, the color-based

foreground-background separation technique (see Section

3.3) is used to obtain the region where the person is present.

Then, similar to [12], a person is divided into basic body

parts. The human body is separated into two parts: the up-

per body part and the lower body part. The separation is

obtained by maximizing the distance between sets of domi-

nant colors of the upper and the lower body (see Figure 3).

The combination of the dominant color descriptor of up-

per and lower body is considered as a meaningful feature to

discriminate people. As far as we assume that a few frames

of the person of interest are given, the AdaBoost scheme

is applied to find out simultaneously the pose invariant and

the most discriminative appearance model. For example,

the AdaBoost scheme allows to find a different appearance

corresponding to the person of interest (back appearance of

an individual can be different than his/her frontal appear-

ance). In general to represent the appearance of an indi-

vidual, two or three weak classifiers are sufficient. A weak

classifier is represented by two sets of dominant colors. The

first set corresponds to the upper body part and the second

set corresponds to the lower body part. The classification

is performed using the threshold on the distance between

corresponding body parts. For each body part the threshold

is computed using the distance between two corresponding

sets of dominant colors considered to belong to the same

person. The distance between two sets of dominant colors

is defined using the improved similarity measure [19]:

D2(F1, F2) = 1 −

N1
∑

i=1

N2
∑

j=1

aijSij , (4)

where Sij = [1 − |pi − pj |] ∗ min(pi, pj) and

aij =

{

1 − dij/dmax, dij ≤ Td

0, dij > Td

(5)

where dij is the Euclidean distance between two colors.

Threshold Td is the maximum distance for two colors to

be considered as similar and dmax = αTd and α has been

set experimentally to 1.2.

One of the most challenging problem using the color as

a feature is that images of the same object acquired under

different cameras show color dissimilarities. Even identi-

cal cameras, which have the same optical properties and are

working under the same lighting conditions, may not match

in their color responses. Hence, inter-camera color calibra-

tion using cross-correlation model function method [13] is

used to handle color dissimilarities.

6. Experimental results

In this section the evaluation of our approach is pre-

sented. Given a single human signature, the chance of

choosing the correct match is inversely proportional to the

number of considered signatures. Hence, we believe the cu-

mulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve is a proper

performance evaluation metric [5]. In our approach the sig-

nature is computed for each detected person. Let us denote a

signature as sc
i , where i encodes the person id and c encodes

the camera id. Then, the signature sc
i is used as a query to

the database of signatures sc′

j ∈ Ω such that c 6= c′. This

evaluation scheme is analogous to a standard surveillance

scenario where an operator queries a system with multiple

images of the same individual captured over a short period

of time from a particular camera to find him/her in a net-

work of cameras.

The experiments were performed on the publicly avail-

able data recorded for CAVIAR project (IST 2001 37540,

http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/rbf/CAVIAR) and on TREC

Video Retrieval Evaluation data (organized by NIST,

TRECVID 2008) obtained from Gatwick Airport surveil-

lance system.

6.1. CAVIAR data

Similarly as in [7] first we have evaluated our approach

using CAVIAR data. We have used the set where clips

from shopping center in Portugal are given. Each clip was

recorded from two different points of view that allows us

to evaluate the re-identification algorithms. The low resolu-

tion in one of the two cameras makes the data challenging

(see Figure 7). We have selected 10 persons to evaluate our

approach. Each signature in both cameras has been created

using 45 positives obtained by manually annotating data. In

the contrary to [7] the human signatures have been created



Figure 7. The sample images from CAVIAR data set. Top and bottom lines correspond to different cameras.

(a) CAVIAR

(b) TRECVID

Figure 8. Cumulative matching characteristic (CMC) curve

for haar-based and DCD-based signature with CAVIAR and

TRECVID database.

independently for each camera. Our goal was to generate

a human signatures using one camera and re-identify an in-

dividual in another camera. In [7] the signatures are built

by collecting the interest-point descriptors using both cam-

eras which simplifies the re-identification problem. Their

goal was to re-identify an individual by signature generated

using descriptors obtained from both cameras. In our case

the extraction of signatures does not require to match the

description of the same individual in different cameras. In

haar-based approach 80% of the queries have achieved a top

ranking true match which is comparable to [7] (82% preci-

sion for a recall of 78%). We have obtained similar results

without the strong assumption of observing people by both

cameras.

Figure 8(a) shows CMC curves for haar-based and DCD-

based signatures. CMC metric shows how performance im-

proves as the number of requested images increases (Rank

Score). DCD signature performs poorly because of signifi-

cant color dissimilarities between both cameras (see Figure

7). Color calibration improves performance but the dissim-

ilarities are so strong that the color transformation function

remains an issue. For example the woman at the fifth po-

sition appeared white on the first camera and blue on the

second camera. Moreover, DCD signature depends strongly

on resolution which can produce an ambiguities in the dom-

inant color extraction.

6.2. TRECVID data

The evaluation of the re-identifiaction algorithm has to

take into account that the chance of choosing the correct

match depends on segmentation results and on the num-

ber of considered signatures. Therefore, for evaluation pur-

poses, 44 individuals were detected using the human detec-

tor based on HOG. DCD signature performs poorly again.

In addition to the strong color dissimilarities, the new is-

sue in the data appears. The people often carry the luggage

which can occlude almost half of the person in one of the

cameras. This problem also produce some challenges for



Figure 9. The sample images from TRECVID data set. First and third lines correspond to camera one and second and forth lines correspond

to camera two.

re-identification algorithms (see Figure 9). In haar-based

approach 41% of the queries have achieved a top ranking

true match (see Figure 8(b)) and 80% of the queries have

generated a true match in the top ten.

For comparison, in [4] the evaluation were also per-

formed on 44 individuals. Their model fitting approach re-

sults in the best performance with approximately 60% of the

queries achieving a top ranking true match and over 90% of

the queries generating a true match in the top ten. Never-

theless, it is worth noting that [4] is based on a strong as-

sumption: frontal view of the person has to be given. More-

over, in their approach individuals are detected manually.

In fact, according to our knowledge, we are the first trying

a re-identification approach on real world videos with au-

tomatically extracted humans. We try to find the most rep-

resentative features to match different poses (illustrated by

training videos) without any assumption concerning view-

point. In our approach an individual is detected automati-

cally from the real environment where people are occluding

each other and carry luggage which produce ambiguities.

The segmentation becomes an issue because not always full

body of the person is detected. Often only the half of the

person is detected making the person re-identification prob-

lem more challenging.

Furthermore, our results seem reasonable when com-

pared to [18]. The obtained accuracy in [18] is 82% in first

match for a simpler database (containing mostly frontal hu-

man views). In [20] the authors applied [18] on challenging

i-LIDS database which is our TRECVID data. The high-

est performance obtained by [20] was 10% of accuracy in

first match, which is significantly less than our 41%. Even

though their evaluation process was more challenging (they

tested on 119 pedestrians and we tested on 44) our results

look better. [20] explains their results by the fact that i-

LIDS data is very challenging since it was captured from

non-overlapping multiple camera views subject to signifi-



cant occlusion and large variations in both view angle and

illumination. Therefore, even if [18] is known for best per-

formance we believe that on TRECVID they would achieve

smaller accuracy than ours 41%. The data set of humans

gathered for the re-identificaiton approaches can be pub-

lished if the authorization of i-LIDS is obtained.

7. Conclusion and Future work

We have presented Haar-based and DCD-based ap-

proaches for the person re-identification problem. The eval-

uation has been performed on automatically detected hu-

mans using Histograms of Oriented Gradients. The results

indicate that the haar-like features are reliable to handle

viewpoint and pose changes.

In the future work, we plan to apply the graph-cut op-

timization method in order to improve the foreground-

background separation technique. The extraction of fore-

ground seems to be a bottleneck in the re-identification ap-

proaches. Furthermore, the DCD and haar-like features can

be combined to form a robust human signature. Also, addi-

tional research has to be carried out in order to handle color

dissimilarities. Finally, consideration of different features

like shape, 3D size or silhouette might be beneficial.
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